
Photoshoot High Cards... Pick your card....

Since the beginning of time the humans were introduced to the term of ‘‘Power’’. An absolute form of 
domination, superiority and a way to be at the top of the pyramid of the social scale. Since then the 
term power has been the same through all the history. Kings, Emperors, Queens and Empress have 
been directly related to this term, they are the true way of power, they have power to control the 
people, the thoughts and what is good and what is bad through their will. 

And a direct way to show this scale of power is in the normal deck of cards. As we all know there is a 
scale of power, some cards are more powerful and more important that others in a consecutive way. 
But in this case this scale is more obvious in the high cards, more specifically (Ace, King, Queen 
and Jacks) But in modern times the term of power has taken new standards, there are new meaning 
to the word Power. It isn’t just the raw and common term that we all relate, the royal term the 
superiority and elegant way of domination. There are new meanings, new reachs of this term. 

Nowdays the new meaning of power are against the traditional meaning of power. In the masculine 
form, power has been known for being an elegant way of masculinity, being strong, dominant, 
succes in your job field and so on, but the new masculine form of power is turning a little in the side, 
sentimental and extra aestethic. There are so many male people finding their true power in this form, 
they like to be more expressive with taking care of their body and expressing more there 
feelings, shutting down the traditional male form.

In the more femenine side there is also a way to go against the thought of the tradiotional way 
of power impost in the womens, the more femenine, delicate and soft side that has been normal 
through the history of power in the femenine side, but in this time there has been a movement going 
against that. A momevent of rebel movement, being though, strong and going against all rules.

Each card represent the different ways of power that exist and had evolved through out the history. 
And this works represents that a way to show your true form of power, be confortable, passionate 
with the way of power you want to evoke. There is no right or wrong answer, everyone can pick the 
card they like. Life is the dealer of cards, you are free to pick what suits you most.



Look King#1

Model: Daniel Quiros.

IG: @daniel_qch

Designer  Erick Mora Cole

IG:       @amoysenor
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Look Queen#2

Model: Rosana Rodríguez

IG: @rosanarodriguezcr

Designer  Erick Mora Cole

IG:       @amoysenor
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Look Ace #3

Model: Eduardo Rojas

IG: @eduardo.rojascr

Designer  Erick Mora Cole

IG:       @amoysenor
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Look King #4

Model: Diana cerdas

IG: @dianacerdas_

Designer  Erick Mora Cole

IG:       @amoysenor



TEAM

Photographer: Andrey Palacios Á. - IG @andrey_palacios
Photography Assistant: Jose Marti Madrigal R. - IG: @voidage
Backstage Photographer: Jose Marti Madrigal R. - IG: @voidage
Creative Director: Andrey Palacios Á. - IG @andrey_palacios
Stylist: Melissa Rojas- IG: melissa.rojas.a
MUA-Hair: Karla Arce IG: beauty.bynina.cr
Model Agency: The One- IG: theone_agency


